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Doris Klomfar 
resides in Vienna, Austria. She receives an-
gelic messages and expresses her creativity 
as an author and painter. On an energetic 
level she is there for humans, animals and 
Mother Earth – and she is an enthusiastic 

Jin Shin Jyutsu practitioner and self-help 
teacher! As a child already, as far as she can 

think back, she has been able to see and feel 
beings who guide and aid humans, animals and even 

plants. She can read the hearts of people and senses their thoughts, 
worries and fears and is aware of their contradictions. This ability has 

posed a huge challenge for her in daily life and is an ongoing one. 

Doris has lived through some intense times and can understand and relate to people 
with issues and disharmonies. It is all a learning process to love life just as it is and look at 

it with affection and courage. She is grateful to see the world through her own eyes and give her 
heart to it. She is in touch with everything and everybody.  She is one of us, just like you! 
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The majority of people know Mary Magdalene from the Bible. Her character is the 
prostitute and the sinner. But ever since the discovery of the Gospel of Mary Magda-
lene and its subsequent interpretation by a well- known scientist her image over the 
years has changed. Nowadays lots of books about Mary Magdalene are in existence 
and in these books she is featured as the actual successor of Jesus. She is supposed to 
have spent the second half of her life in a part of Europe that we know today as South-
ern France. There you can still find numerous places and sites where she and her former 
companions are revered and worshipped. Ingrid Auer, who is a medium and channel for 
Mary Magdalene, has been visiting this stretch of land for many years now. She offers 
Spiritual Travels to the very region where Jesus’ wife once lived and taught. Moreover, 
she has produced a line of spiritual tools which have been energized directly through 
Mary Magdalene and that of her companions. 

How to use these tools as a spiritual aid and defense kit will be highlighted in the 
show.  
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Journey mentioneD in this episoDe: 
Spiritual Journey through Provence and Languedoc with Ingrid 
Auer: See next page.
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Ingrid Auer offers this journey to those people who feel particularly touched by Mary 
Magdalene. The journey leads to those sites closely connected with her in the south 
of France. This is neither a culture-historical nor a religious journey, but a spiritual-
historical one, where the participants are able to feel the energies of Mary Magdalene, 
her companions and successors. It is for each individual to decide how deeply they 
can, or want, to be involved with these experiences. The daily meditations and the live-
channelings Ingrid Auer holds during the journey, provide a wonderful chance for deep 
spiritual experiences.An interpreter will accompany the group for the benefit of English 
speakers. Ingrid Auer will also be accompanied by her husband Gerd Schwank who will 
talk about the country and its people. Ingrid Auer’s energized Symbols and Aura Es-
sences will also be used. 

Accomodation is at four-star level (only at the Castle Hotel in Couiza do you have 
the choice between three-star and four-star rooms). The meals in the hotels are of 
exceptional quality. Consideration will be given to vegetarians!

If you are interested in this unique journey in the footsteps of 
Mary Magdalene, you should register as soonas possible by e-
mail: sigrid.glaser@ingridauer.com.

Registration deadline: December 20, 2015!

Detailed info here.

www.ingridauer.us/app/download/12376032425/Spiritual%20Journey_France%202016.pdf?t=1445365101

